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THANK YOU! At that time we didn't understand why he all of a sudden didn't wish to feed. We
worked with her as they recommended in the NICU (bottles every 3 hours around the clock, after
that tube feed what she wouldn't eat orally) for the first 90 days of her life, she also had a therapist
coming to the house multiple days a week to "help" and was viewing many experts. They kept
raising her feeds to what they thought she should be taking and she got better around month two,
after that regressed into only taking 50mL from her bottle every.single. Here we are, at 5 months
outdated, and still no feeding tube! She flat out refused to breastfeed completely carrying out a lip &
The 3rd day afternoon I started viewing some adjustments and by the 4th day, my girl was happily
eating from the bottle and never missed a feeding. 90 days exactly to the date, we pulled her
feeding tube away and began following this book, we knew everything that we were doing until this
point was "unnatural", we weren't letting her experience hungry on her personal and we were
forcing her to eat every 3 hourfs, desperately trying to get her to have a bottle so we're able to
remove her tube. The 1st few days after pulling the tube had been scary, she would only take
about 350-400mL by mouth total. Always grateful that I’ve found this.period. She still only will take
around 600mL/day normally, while "they" want her to be acquiring much much more, but guess
who's attaining weight every week? She doesn't NEED what they think she needs and she is no
longer having to eat. She actually is doing so well, THANK YOU for the satisfaction this book offered
to obtain us through what we knew we needed to do all along. Sometimes the doctors and
therapists don't know best. This works!. We had been extremely conferenced about tube
dependency but you can find very little material or help out there. We followed the program, and
while there have been days at the beginning where I was convinced it wouldn’t function, within
weekly his feeding aversion was almost completely gone. Now, per month later my son is doing
great! We are on Day 7 and my baby and I are both comfortablely savoring feeds today! To God
become all of the glory! This was truly a lifesaver. If you feel your baby might have a feeding
aversion, don’t hesitate in getting this book. It isn’t easy, but take it from someone on the other
hand, it’s so worthwhile. My baby was happily eating about the 4th day My 2. Very helpful, the
program works. I stumbled upon Rowena's site and the book and I read it in 4 hours in one sitting
after one night whenever we had our usual battle with my girl to get her to eat. I instantly started
applying Rowena's technique. The first 2 days were hard, but it went precisely how it had been
described in the book. tongue tie revision entering into her third month. I was shocked how quickly it
proved helpful. It was hard as a mom to complete the first couple of days but it was so worthwhile!
This reserve is a gem!5 months old developed a bottle aversion and I was desperate to find a
solution. I instantly ordered the book and tried the program the moment we read and received it.
Our baby was three months aged when he started to have bottle aversion. Preemie no more tube-
fed We have a 33 week preemie with a grade 4 human brain bleed and she was in a feeding tube
from several times after birth. We've consulted our pediatrician but she didn't find anything. This
skilled female through this publication can literally save your life on the most fearful and stressful
instant when your baby won't eat “for no apparent reason”. I cannot describe how appreciate we
are. I was desperately searching for answers when we found Rowena's page. This book is
fantastic and is a must read for parents dealing with a baby suffering from bottle feeding aversion.
Thank God for Rowena and her publication. Day 1 in to the system was the hardest, but on the
next day we currently saw improvement. After therefore many weeks of struggling and forcing him
to feed, our baby happily had taken the bottle. We adopted the complete instructions of the brilliant
author and we think that the feeding aversion is fully gone! Which will be greatly appreciated for
people that I want I can recommend the book but don’t speak English. If you’re in question what’s
causing your baby never to eat / happy only when bottle is out of sight, please go on and make a



purchase. He was presented with appetite booster, nonetheless it didn't help. These details is so
precious that needs to be spread over to help people in other languages. My life! We tried to
distract him so he would willingly drink his milk (like watching nursery rhyme videos, singing etc). In
the initial chapter, I feel like my solitude of months of racking your brains on why my baby wouldn’t
eat, doctors and professional trying to diagnose my little one with non existent conditions, putting her
on medications that don’t function - finally I found out a simple answer here with this book.! I browse
the bottle aversion article on Baby Care suggestions website and I understood Rowena and this
book was exactly what I was googling for last three months. Around day 3, she really begun to
improve, reaching close to her 600mL/time goal. When nobody can even understand your struggle,
this book will Make you feel you aren't alone and it will educate you on how exactly to fix a problem
that very few people (including doctors) may also understand. Also join the Facebook group for
Baby Care Assistance Feeding/Bottle Aversion Support Group when you have read the book.
precisely resolved our small one’s feeding issue! I read this reserve over 2 times, could be carried
out in about 4 hours without interruption. Our boy created feeding aversion at around 2. He'd never
cry to require milk as if not ever hungry. We’ve resorted to different methods of diversion. Saved
my 5mo from becoming hospitalized/taking more ineffective medications While fundamentally the
concept is straight forward - hunger is a travel for baby to eat, the framework and what things to
expect is gold. He would cry at the view of his milk bottle and would cry even though we’re
beginning to position him for feeding. :) This Book save my children. Thank you Lord for letting us
encounter this book to find Your miracle work in your son! He now willingly requires his bottle and
would feed on demand too, indicating; he finally cries when he wants milk because he’s starving!
And he is no more aversed with solid foods also. He gets excited with each feeding! Thank you to
the wonderful author! You are God delivered! If you had told me feeding would be pleasant and
relaxing again 1 day, I might not have believed you. It certainly helped me obtaining my baby to
consider bottles again.and it has completely changed our lives. This was a casino game changer for
us. Worth reading Truly helped our baby! Thank you!5 months and was put on an NG tube. This is
a must read if you are suffering through bottle aversion with your baby.! Finally a book that delivers
what it claims! This book changed my entire life The strategies presented in this book really work if
your child is averse to bottle feeding. I must say, for us there has been setbacks twice. I certainly
recommends it to any parent dealing with feeding issues. It works!! Amazing! So grateful I found this
publication. By the finish of another day my son took 6 oz in 1 attempt! I booked an appointment
with Rowena immediately prior to the reserve arrived because I couldn’t wait around. Normally that
would took 40 min and multiple offers. Fantastic book and advice! It had been an answered prayer.
The tips is easy and conceptually sound. The book first tries to assist you rule out all other
conditions which can cause feeding aversion, then provide concrete steps in addressing it. At first,
he would not feed when he’s awake.! We were so scared and helpless. Day 1 and 2 were so
difficult but I trapped to the rules Rowena established. Feeding him became a nightmare and caused
tremendous anxiety and tension for our family. That's, until we found this book and Rowena.
Through Rowena’s help, we tackled our child’s feeding aversion in just a little over 2 weeks. We
had taken his NG Tube out and he's now feeding from bottle once again. The book is excellent and
the advice is invaluable. But every time I try the method and things get better. Changed Our Lives
My husband and I read this publication...twice. My boy developed a feeding aversion because of
being pressured to eat.. Very simple suggestions and well explained with plenty of stories that you
could relate to. I cannot say how much I recommend this book. I was emotionally drained because
we didn't know very well what to do. We tried Every thing to help our child eat and he developed
such a serious aversion to his bottle that he had to have an NG tube devote. He took nothing orally



for 9 weeks and would cry even simply at the view of his bottle. 6 times after applying the
strategies out of this reserve, we taken out his NG tube and he is eating 100% from his bottle. It is
the sole cause our 6 month older boy went from the “worst bottle aversion” his many doctors,
specialists and therapist had ever seen, to happily eating from his bottle once again within a week. It
really works! This book saved me and my baby from the torment that feeding had become to both
of us! After being motivated to force feed my 3 month old because of what doctors found to be
unacceptable excess weight gain he created a bottle aversion by 4 months. For months we’ve
been struggling with the feeding issue of my son. Put this program into practice the very next day.
Doctors think he offers acid reflux disorder but we were not sure. Like another reviewer, the
moment he views his bottle he begins to whine, grabs the bottle, puts it in his mouth and happily
eats. I can’t believe it taking into consideration I had been walking around my house, bouncing my
baby to obtain him to eat each and every feeding for over per month!! In addition, you can book an
appointment with Rowena for extra support. I would have lost my sanity if it wasn’t because of this
publication and Rowena’s consult.
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